
  

past work

no more mitm
on the web!

USE CERTIFICATE PATROL
add-on for firefox



  



  



  

about:

SECRECY OF 
CORRESPONDENCE

+ freedom of 

Assembly
for Humankind … … by default



  

why the social graph matters…



  

about:

predictable 

elegible voters:
Democracy @ risk.

manipulation
becomes cheap.



  

It s not about'
self-determination

Most things a person does

On The internet
Affects Others…

 … and democracy
As a wholE.



  

Being allowed to sell
your “personal  data” …
Is like being allowed To

drive a car at Night
Without Lights on.

You are acting
Irresponsible and
Putting Others at risk.



  

Upgrade your thinking
of the constitution:

The constitution isn t'
Only what is written in the law.

It is also what was originally
INTENDED by its authors  to–

Safe-guard democracy.



  

Upgrade your thinking
of the constitution:

They couldn t predict that'
Communication metadata would

Threaten democracy, but it is
Legally viable to Interpret

“secrecy of Correspondence”
this way.



  

Let s admit it' …

THE web

IS ILLEGAL
we need to fix it.



  

Sorry folks, but…

THE market
Can t fix it'
there is no business model for
constitutional fundamentals…



  

Is it worth trading
democracy in for…

– anti-constitutional business models
that (as a side effect) destroy

the “market” by asymmetry…

– big data analysis to detect
Animalpedoterrorism that

(as a side effect) empowers the agencies
to impede democratic new thinking…



  

(EU) legislation proposal:

obligatory anonymized
And end-to-end encrypted

communications in all
telephony and computing
appliances sold after 201x.

= Let s fix the internet by law...'



  

Problematic operations

– code execution
  on user devices

+ sandboxing
+ limited/properly timed permissions*
+ open sourcing outer shell
+ … hardware!

*) see also Bal/Rannenberg



  

Problematic operations

– unsafety of user data
confided to entities on the net

+ move apps to the device
+ detach identity from app data
+ impede long-term aggregation*



  



  

GNU INTERNET ARCHITECTURE?
Something like…

public-key-based routing
Distributed hashtable
crypto/onion relay mesh
data distribution PLAN
private social graph



  

no more buzzword.com



  

Resolution & Discovery

public-key-based routing

 –no more buzzword.com
+ advertize by QR-Code

+ add via bluetooth
+ adopt by social graph

 confirm by shared secret~
(if necessary by voice)



  

GNU INTERNET ARCHITECTURE

Distributed hashtable

replace dns
replace x.509

(aka certification authorities)
replace server federation

no more server administration



  

GNU INTERNET ARCHITECTURE

crypto/onion relay mesh

tor, anyone?

i2p, gnunet, freenet,
cjdns, retroshare,

zyre, rhyzome,
briar, net2o.



  

GNU INTERNET ARCHITECTURE

multicast
data distribution trees

= scalability

bittorrent for example
 →high popularity apps

 …blockchain?



  

GNU INTERNET ARCHITECTURE

Private

Social
graph

 …distributed among people
 …useful for discovery!



  

Research says:

- anonymous Multicast
Distribution trees, yes!

- social graph Protects
Against Sybil attacks

- social onion routing
Could be safer than tor



  

GNU Internet Apps

mail, messaging,
social networking,

telephony,
conferencing,
 … even the “web,”

business transactions etc.



  

GNU Internet Apps

Cryptographic

Anonymous
Micropayment

So you no longer pay
With your data…



  

GNU Internet Apps

No more
Location
Tracking

We pay our telecom
Relays anonymously…



  

GNU Internet Apps

Push websites

Via pubsub
Onto my device…

Like an app?

Change the business model
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